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1 Introduction
Wondering how to easily integrate database access into your hosted web-site? It can be a 
daunting prospect and there are many issues to take into consideration, our software makes 
things a lot easier for you. We help you make the most of your web-host's powerful resources.

bizyStore lets you easily store and retrieve data via the bizyStore Model, allowing your website 
to exhibit its full potential without getting caught up in the details of database programming. It 
comes standard with support for the most popular databases and is aimed at web-
applications/sites that require a light-weight, easy and robust way to integrate database 
access.

You could be a pro-developer or a domain owner that has some development nous. It doesn't 
really matter. bizyStore will help you.

Features:

• Easy database configuration.
• Supports connections to multiple databases.
• Simple, intuitive use.
• Secure and fast, uses cached PDO prepared statements.
• Extensible to support other database vendors.

You could use one of the CMS's out there like WordPress, Drupal etc. These are large systems 
and will have some form of interface to their database services. The problem with these is 
exactly that, they're severe over-kill if you don't need all the CMS capabilities. Most require 
esoteric knowledge when it comes to handling data and that can be formidable and time 
consuming.

Database interfaces to CMS's usually provide an Object Relational Mapping (ORM) which makes
handling data a lot easier. Although bizyStore has all the ORM capabilities you will ever need, a 
better description is that it presents your database as Objects. Hence the term OID (Object 
Interface for Databases). That's all we need, another acronym!

Storage and retrieval of your data is a breeze, the Model API will get you through most 
situations. bizyStore also has many advanced features, not the least of which is the ability to 
seamlessly operate on databases from different vendors at the same time. So as your 
website/application evolves and perhaps becomes more complex, bizyStore is there to help you
along the way. Migrating to another database vendor can become a simple exercise.

Currently bizyStore directly supports the major free databases MySQL, SQLite and PostgreSQL. 
MYSQL is by far the most popular database in hosted environments today, making it an obvious
choice. Other PDO supported databases can be added easily (sometimes not so easily) without 
touching existing core code through plugins.

We delve into some complicated stuff in this document, but don't worry, much of the 
complexity is handled by the bizyStore Model. bizyStore is much easier to set up and use 
productively compared with similar systems.

This document supports your understanding by using examples wherever needed, but it is 
directed at people with some programming experience and an interest in developing database 
applications (not necessarily web-based) without all the baggage associated with CMS's.
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2 bizyStore installation.
bizyStore is really easy to set up, but you will need to change some things for your own 
environment first.

2.1 Prerequisites
bizyStore core code is totally self contained, it does not rely on any external software to 
operate, other than a PHP installation and your database(s).

The minimum PHP version is 5.3.2. You must also configure PHP to use the PDO database 
drivers that your application will need. On hosted services you can make sure of PHP's 
configuration through your website's control panel by choosing 'Select PHP version' or similar. If
you are using SQLite or MySQL these will most probably be already available. 

2.2 Procedure
bizySoft is the distribution's main directory, you will need most of the directories configured 
under here. The examples and tests directories are required to run the examples and test 
cases respectively. In normal operation, only the bizyStore, common and config directories are
required.

You have two choices when installing. You can either install the bizySoft directory into or 
outside your  DOCUMENT_ROOT. Your DOCUMENT_ROOT is where the web server serves your 
website's pages from. In shared hosting environments it's usually the public_html or www 
directory under your website account's home directory.

The main thrust behind either installation method is to keep your config files safe from external
access because they contain sensitive info such as database passwords etc. They are related to
the amount of PHP configuration your hosting service allows you to do.

2.2.1Outside the DOCUMENT_ROOT

This is the preferred and easiest method of installation. Most commercial hosting services allow
you to change the PHP version in use as well as the modules and options that PHP uses. This 
lets you put the bizySoft directory wherever you desire and is the most secure and practical 
as PHP will always be able to find the bizySoft directory no matter what.

• upload the bizySoft directory to your website account's home directory. This is outside 
the DOCUMENT_ROOT, so files can never be served directly from this location. You may 
need to do this in two steps, upload to your  DOCUMENT_ROOT, then move it to your  
account's home directory through your control panel's file manager.

• make any changes to your config file under bizySoft/config to suit your environment. 
(see Sec. 3)

• your website account's home directory must be added to the PHP include_path. You 
can usually do this from your website's control panel by choosing 'Select PHP version' or
similar.

That's it for this method.

2.2.2 Inside the DOCUMENT_ROOT

Some hosting services don't allow changes to the way PHP is configured, so this technique can 
be used for shared environments where the PHP include_path is difficult to change.

In shared environments, PHP is usually configured with an include_path containing "." which in 
most cases is your PHP DOCUMENT_ROOT. The web server only has access to files under your 
DOCUMENT_ROOT. 
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Note that "." actually means the directory that the PHP script you call resides in, so initial 
access to the bizySoft directory needs to be from PHP files directly in your DOCUMENT_ROOT  
which is the disadvantage to using this technique.

• upload the bizySoft directory to your website's DOCUMENT_ROOT.
• copy your config file under bizySoft/config to your website account's home directory 

and make any changes to suit your environment. (see Sec. 3)
• replace your config file under bizySoft/config with a referenced config file pointing to 

the file in your account's home directory. (see Sec. 3)
• Additionally, you should obscure access to the bizySoft directory in your .htaccess file

by using the Options Indexes directive.

That takes care of the installation.

2.3 Permissions
Permissions aren't usually a problem on hosted services, when you upload files they are usually
given the correct permissions. If you are not using a hosting service, make sure your web 
server has appropriate read access to everything under bizySoft and write access to the 
bizySoft/bizyStore directory.

By far the most difficult exercise in getting bizyStore up and running is creating your own 
database, but most of the problems associated with initial bizyStore configuration are related 
to the file system so be careful and CHECK the PERMISSIONS as detailed above.

Once you have a database, configuring bizyStore is a breeze. Place your connection 
parameters in the config file and bizyStore does the rest.
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3 The bizySoftConfig file
bizyStore's configuration uses an XML file. The standard name for the config file is 
bizySoftConfig.xml and resides in the bizySoft/config directory.  

A PHP class file is generated from the config file on first execution which means that reading 
config is fast. See sec 6 Generated config.

The following will get you connected to a MySQL database with a minimum configuration, just 
fill in your own parameters between the tags. We cover some more advanced configuration 
later. You can take a look at the config files provided with the distribution for more demo's. 

Take note of the DTD on the DOCTYPE line, you must also change this to suit your environment, 
usually specifying the full path including your website account's home directory.

  <?xml version="1.0"?>
  <!DOCTYPE bizySoft SYSTEM "file:///path/to/bizySoft/config/bizySoft.dtd">
  <bizySoft>

<appName>yourAppName</appName>
   <bizyStore>
   <database>
    <id>yourId</id>
  <interface>MySQL</interface>
   <host>localhost</host>
   <name>dbName</name>
    <user>dbUser</user>
   <password>dbPassword</password>
   </database>
   </bizyStore>
  </bizySoft>

The tags you must fill in are:

• <appName> (mandatory) a name for your application. Used by the ModelGenerator and 
your application code as a namespace, also used to create log files etc.

• <id> (mandatory) the 'id' you wish the database to be recognised by. This must be 
unique over all the databases configured and can be any valid string. You can use the 
'id' in your code to address a specific database. 

• <interface> (mandatory) bizyStore interface you wish to use for the connection. Valid 
values are MySQL, PgSQL and SQLite. This is the Connector name and the prefix for the 
*_PDODB  implementation in the bizySoft/bizyStore/model/plugins directory.

• <host> (optional) database server host name or ip address. Most databases will default 
this to 'localhost' if not specified.

• <name> (mandatory) database name you want to connect to on the <host> if any.
• <user> (usually mandatory) database user name. The user must have permissions to 

access the named database.
• <password> (usually mandatory) database password for the <user>.

Note that not all vendors implement their database interfaces as a server, so the <host>, 
<user> and <password> may not be required at all. e.g. SQLite.

If you have to install the bizySoft directory into your DOCUMENT_ROOT then your config file under 
bizySoft/config should be a referenced file pointing to the real config file outside the 
DOCUMENT_ROOT, usually in your web account's home directory.

e.g. of a referenced bizySoftConfig.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE bizySoft SYSTEM "file:///path/to/bizySoft/config/bizySoftReferenced.dtd">
<bizySoft>

<referencedConfigFile>/path/to/yourConfigFile.xml</referencedConfigFile>
</bizySoft>
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4 Running examples and test cases
Now that you know about the bizySoftConfig file, you can set up the config for the examples 
and PHPUnit test cases if you wish.

Make sure your web server has write access to bizySoft/examples/db/bizy.db. This is the 
default SQLite database and has all the required empty tables/views that the unit tests and 
examples use.

4.1 Examples
Edit bizySoft/config/bizyStoreExample.xml and save it with your own environment details.

If you are not using a referenced config file, copy it as the default config file  
bizySoft/config/bizySoftConfig.xml.

If you are using a referenced config file, copy the bizyStoreExample.xml you edited to your 
website account's home directory then edit the 
bizySoft/config/bizyStoreExampleReferenced.xml with your details, and save it as 
bizySoft/config/bizySoftConfig.xml.

Copy the php and html files under the bizySoft/examples directory to your DOCUMENT_ROOT. 
You can then point your browser to the html files for each example. Look at both the example 
*.php files to see the differences that bizyStore can make to your coding.

4.2  Test cases
Running the test cases should be done on a local machine which you have terminal access to, 
not a shared hosting environment.

Edit the  bizySoft/config/unitTestExample.xml file with your own environment details.  
Save it as  bizySoft/config/unitTest.xml. The config should ideally cover the interfaces 
that come standard, or the interfaces you intend using. This is not a requirement for test 
execution, unit tests will work on the SQLite database that comes with the distribution, 
although with less coverage.

Edit bizySoft/tests/phpunitOrig.xml with your own environment details under the <php> 
and  <logging> tags if required and save as  bizySoft/tests/phpunit.xml. The <logging> 
tag is not required unless you want code coverage generated and is usually commented out. If 
you have specified an error_log entry, check the write permissions for this path.

Test cases require a PHPUnit installation, we usually use a PHPUnit phar file which can be 
readily downloaded. Run PHPUnit from the bizySoft/tests directory like so.

php /path/to/phpunit.phar

That's it, all the test cases should work. 

Note that if you want test case runs on other supported databases, there are scripts in the 
bizySoft/tests/testData directory that you can run into test database(s) to create 
everything that is needed. Then set up the bizySoft/config/unitTest.xml file to address 
your database(s).
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5 The bizyStore Model
Model's are generated automatically from your database(s) in bizySoftConfig so you don't need 
to stress over what they are or where they come from, bizyStore handles all that for you. They 
are used in your code to help create your application.

Model's are at the core of bizyStore and it's quite easy to understand the concept. A Model 
class represents a table in a database. An instance of a Model class represents rows in a table. 
Model instance properties represent the columns in the row. 

The generated Model constructor takes an array of properties that represent the column names
and values for your particular database table. Here we use the Member Model from the example
code. The constructor parameters are defaulted so the simplest constructor is

$member = new Member();

which constructs an instance of the Member Model related to the default database (normally the
first in bizySoftConfig). Usually you would at least specify the properties, you can also specify 
the particular database reference if you are using multiple databases.

$member = new Member($properties, $db);

So here Member represents a  table in $db, $member is an instance of Member so represents a 
database row and $properties represent the column data in the row.

Model's use set theory to manipulate the data from the database, but they do much more than 
translate column data from your database into objects however. They also allow access to the 
column meta-data and schema key information, as declared in the database or bizySoftConfig 
file. 

The column meta-data is keyed on the column name which defines the schema for the table 
and by default includes:

• data type of the column.
• the maximum size of the column.
• whether the column is nullable.

The key information can include:

• primary keys: usually they are sequenced by the database, but may be defined in 
other ways and declared as primary. They cannot be null.

• sequences: automatically assigned by the database as a unique column value.
• unique keys: a column or aggregation of columns that are unique in the table. 

Column's included may or may not be sequenced.
• foreign keys: a pointer to a unique key in another table.
• and the concept of key candidates. Key candidates are a very useful feature to 

determine if the Model contains any properties that will fill a key. Either primary, 
sequenced or unique. See Advanced Techniques for more info.

bizyStore uses this information to provide CRUD capabilities. For example, properties in the 
Model can be associated with any or none of the above. You can get column information, pick 
out the primary key or unique key properties or find out if a property is part of a foreign key or 
if it is sequenced.

The main CRUD Model interface consists of the following methods which use the above  
information.

• create() creates a Model instance as a row in the database. Uses the non-sequenced 
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schema properties set in the Model. Any sequenced columns are populated back into 
the Model after the create().

• find() finds rows in the database based on the Model properties. Can use any schema 
property with a value for the search. The primary, unique or sequenced schema Model 
properties can be used for optimised key searches if they have a database index on 
them and are the only properties specified.

• update($newProperties) finds row(s) in the database based on the Model properties 
and updates the database with a set of new properties. Same as find() for searches and 
uses non-sequenced properties for the update.

• delete() deletes row(s) in the database based on the Model properties. Same as find() 
for searches.

Models know implicitly how to interact with their database(s) saving you the hassles of any 
database specific coding. All that you need to do is fill your Model objects with the data 
required and store or retrieve data through the Model's CRUD interface.

In no way does bizyStore influence the design of your database(s). We do however recommend 
good design techniques. Your tables should always have a primary key or a unique column or 
combination of columns which can be used as a unique key.

Unique keys are not a requirement but will improve query performance because they are 
usually indexed. They are recommended for accuracy when using delete and update functions, 
primary keys being preferred because they can be allocated automatically by the database and
are guaranteed to be unique.

5.1 Model Generation
Model's must know about the configuration of your database(s) so bizyStore generates PHP 
class files from those databases specified in the bizySoftConfig file.

Model generation is automatic, it happens as a matter of course through our auto-loader 
implementation. It will usually take place once per bizyStore installation unless your schema 
changes or your bizySoftConfig file changes. Model generation inspects the database(s) you 
have configured for your application and writes the appropriate Model class files in the 
bizySoft/bizyStore/app/<appName> directory, where <appName> is from the bizySoftConfig 
file.
    
The generated Model's are used to write your specific application code. The main interface is 
through the Model classes which take on the table name from the database with the first letter 
upper cased, e.g. the table member becomes the class Member and resides in the class file 
Member.php under the bizySoft/bizyStore/app/<appName> directory.

Similarly, Model schema classes and class files use the name of the Model with “Schema” 
appended. e.g. the schema class for a Member is MemberSchema and the file will be  
MemberSchema.php. They are used by the Model classes and can be used directly for schema 
information without the need to construct a Model instance.

Note that if your database schema or bizySoftConfig changes then you can force re-generation 
of all class files by deleting both the bizySoft/bizyStore/app/<appName> directory and the 
config's generated class file under bizySoft/bizyStore/config, bizyStore can then re-
generate the class files on the next request.

You could also add the generated files to your code repository so that you have some release 
management over them. Using this technique eliminates the need for the auto-loader to 
generate the Model in a production environment. You can generate the model manually via a 
CLI program, just run the following command in a terminal from the place you installed the 
bizySoft directory into:

php bizySoft/bizyStore/generator/generateModel.php
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This uses either bizySoft/config/generator.xml or the default  
bizySoft/config/bizySoftConfig.xml for your application.

5.2 Creating an Application
Now that you know how bizyStore uses your config file to generate the Model classes required, 
and you know where those classes are, how do you actually use the Model to create an 
application file that does useful things?

Good question, it's not as hard as you might think. 

The next piece of code is able to take the $_POST data from a web form action and store it in a 
database. This is a complete PHP file, being a condensed version of our example code, but will 
still work properly for all our supported databases, sans validation, exception handling etc. You 
can take a look at the example code in bizySoft/examples or look at the test cases in 
bizySoft/tests for some of the more advanced features available.

<?php
use bizySoft\bizyStore\app\bizyStoreExample\Member;
include str_replace("/",DIRECTORY_SEPARATOR,

"bizySoft/bizyStore/services/core/bootstrap.php");
$member = new Member($_POST);
$member create();→
?>

It's as simple as that, but let's go through the code anyway.

The code uses the example configuration you may have set up in 
/bizySoft/config/bizySoftConfig.xml which addresses the SQLite database supplied with 
the distribution. The configuration has, among other things, an <appName> of 
bizyStoreExample.

The first line of code specifies a use statement that declares the fully-qualified name of our 
Model bizySoft\bizyStore\app\bizyStoreExample\Member. The <appName> is used as a 
namespace and is therefore also the directory where the class files are stored. We can now 
reference our Model class just my using its un-qualified name Member. Note that this code does 
not require a namespace for itself, it's an entry level PHP file.

The second line of code searches the PHP include_path for the bizyStore bootstrap file. This 
file contains the auto-loader code and configures the application. str_replace() is used here 
to provide operating system compatibility for the path to bootstrap.php. Note that an 
entry/top level PHP file such as this  is the only file that needs to include the bootstrap file. 
Also note that entry/top level files usually don't reference each other. If this will be the case, 
then you should use include_once instead of include.

On the next line, the PHP SPL relies on the use statement to provide a fully-qualified Model 
name to our auto-loader which will try and load the class file 
bizySoft\bizyStore\app\bizyStoreExample\Member.php. So, if Member.php is not found, the
ModelGenerator is triggered by the initial auto-loader failure looking for a class under 
bizySoft\bizyStore\app\bizyStoreExample . It generates the Model and Schema classes 
for ALL the configured database(s) and the auto-loader retries. Once generation takes place, 
the auto-loader will always find Model classes if you supply the correct use statement for your 
application.

Also on this line, the bizyStore Model code will associate the Member Model with the default 
database because we have not specified one in the constructor. The default database for a 
Model is the first database in the bizySoftConfig file that has the Model as a table. In this case 
it's the SQLite database.
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The last line of code gets the Model properties specified in the PHP $_POST variable that relate 
to it's column schema and store's them in the database as a new row in the Model's table. So, 
there is actually some implicit structural validation that happens as a matter of course, the 
Model knows which properties to store. In the case of a create(), it's the non-sequenced 
schema properties. Also note that this code is safe from SQL injection attacks, Models use 
prepared statements and are immune to this type of issue. PHP then exits, automatically 
committing to the database.

5.3 Getting a configured database.

The above example showed how you can create a Model in the default database which does 
not need to be specified.

You can create the Model data in other databases, if they are compatible, by specifying the one
to use in the Model constructor, but first you need to know how to get the particular database 
reference that you need.

This happens through the BizyStoreConfig class which handles the configuration for your 
application based on the bizySoftConfig file. You can get a reference to any database 
configured  in the bizySoftConfig file through this class.

e.g. 

$config = BizyStoreConfig::getInstance();
$member = new Member($_POST, $config>getDB(“yourDbId”));
$member create();→

This code will create the Member Model in the database specified with an entry of 
<id>yourDbId</id> in the bizySoftConfig file.

5.4 CRUD

bizyStore frees  you from the need to worry about the drudgery of CRUD (Create, Read,  
Update, Delete) activities, these are handled by the Model.

Along with the previously outlined code, the following are contrived examples to show how 
easy it is to do CRUD with bizyStore. You can take a look at the unit test code or examples for 
more insight into the use of Model objects, below we outline the basics.

This code sets up properties for the Member Model and persists it in the default database as 
before.

$properties = array("firstName" => "Jack"
"lastName" => "Hill",
..,
..);

  $jackHill = new Member($properties);
$jackHill create();→

This code will find ALL the Member's in the default database and return them as an array of 
Member Models. 

$member = new Member();
$members = $member find();→

Most Model CRUD methods use the properties set in the Model to produce a WHERE clause. So 
setting sensible or key properties in the Model will minimise resource use and maximise the 
speed up your queries when using this technique with large result sets. 

Lets pretend that $jack is the only member with a firstName of “Jack”. Here we use 
findUnique() to return the instance or false if he is not unique.
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$jack = new Member(array("firstName" => "Jack"));
$jack = $jack findUnique();→

            
Updating is just as easy, update “Jack” to “Jill”.

$jill = array("firstName" => "Jill");
$jack update($jill);→

And finally delete “Jill”.

// Jack is Jill now
$jack delete();→

As you can see from the above code, it is very intuitive to execute queries on our Model 
objects, just set the properties in the Model instance that you require and call the Model 
method you want.

Building more complex or custom queries is the only time that you will need to even think 
about SQL code. Even then there are techniques you can use easily with bizyStore which can 
abstract out the data retrieval complexity for use with Models.

That's about all you need to know to be able to produce a basic database application. In the 
following sections we go through some of the more advanced features.
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6 Advanced Techniques
In the previous sections we outlined the basic Model structure and methods bizyStore provides.
Here we go through some of the advanced techniques that you can use.

6.1 Advanced configuration.
This example of a bizySoftConfig file shows all the configuration items that bizyStore supports. 
You can declare most of the advanced options for any of our supported database vendors. Just 
use what you need to.

bizyStore allows you to address multiple databases. Just specify more than one <database> 
tag.

<!DOCTYPE bizySoft SYSTEM "file:///path/to/bizySoft/config/bizySoft.dtd">
<bizySoft>
    <appName>yourAppName</appName>
    <bizyStore>
      <database>
        <id>A</id>
        <interface>PgSQL</interface>
        <host>localhost</host>
        <port>dbPort</port>
        <socket>dbSchema</socket>
        <name>dbName</name>
        <schema>dbSchema</schema>
        <user>dbUser</user>
        <password>dbPassword</password>
        <charset>dbCharset</charset>
        <tables>
          table1;table2;table3;...
        </tables>
        <relationships>
          <foreignKeys>
            childTable(table1Id) => parentTable(id);
            childTable(otherId) => parentTable(id)
          </foreignKeys>
          <recursive>
            childTable.otherId
          </recursive>
        </relationships>
        <pdoOptions>
          PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION;
          PDO::ATTR_EMULATE_PREPARES => FALSE
        </pdoOptions>
        <pdoPrepareOptions>
          PDO::ATTR_CURSOR => PDO::CURSOR_SCROLL
        </pdoPrepareOptions>
        <modelPrepareOptions>
          cache => TRUE
        </modelPrepareOptions>
      </database>
      <database>
        …,
        …
      </database>
      <options>
        cleanUp => commit;
        preparePrefix => true
      </options>
    </bizyStore>
  <options>
    includePath => /some/include/path;
    logger => logger\namespace\LoggerClass;
    logFile => /path/to/logFile
  </options>
</bizySoft>

file:///path/to/bizySoft/config/bizySoft.dtd
file:///path/to/bizySoft/config/bizySoft.dtd
file:///path/to/bizySoft/config/bizySoft.dtd
file:///path/to/bizySoft/config/bizySoft.dtd
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the more advanced options are:
 

• <port> (optional) port number on the database server to connect to.
• <socket> (optional) socket descriptor to connect to if required (UNIX).
• <schema> (optional) database schema you want to use. (the user must have permissions

to access the named schema).
• <charset> (optional) character set encoding for the connection.
• <tables> (optional) a semicolon separated list of tables this database will use for 

schema generation.
• <relationships> (optional) container for relationship based options.
• <foreignKeys> (optional) foreign key options can be specified if your database does not

support this concept or your schema is fixed and the database does not specify them.
• <recursive> (optional) recursive relationships can be specified. This affects the way the

schema files are generated.
• <pdoOptions> (optional) PDO connection options.
• <pdoPrepareOptions> (optional) used by PDO::prepare().
• <modelPrepareOptions> (optional) control Model prepare's. 
• <options> (optional) Options are name/value pairs separated by '=>'. Multiple pairs 

can be separated by a semicolon. At the <bizyStore> level, they include the following:
• cleanUp (optional) if specified, the value is used as a mode to close the databases 

on exit . Should resolve to commit or rollback. If not specified, PHP is left to clean 
up and will commit.

• preparePrefix (optional) determine whether to prefix properties with a colon “:” to 
match the prepare keys. The default is false.

• At the <bizySoft> level:
◦ includePath (optional) PHP include_path other than the default. Handy if you 

need to auto-load classes not necessarily related to bizyStore. Note that the 
bizySoft directory must be on your include_path in the first instance.

◦ logger (optional) The fully qualified logger class name to use for the application.
Defaults to bizySoft\bizyStore\services\core\BizyStoreLogger. Logger's 
must implement the bizySoft\common\LoggerI interface.

◦ logFile (optional) The file that the logger class uses to log messages. If you 
don't supply a logFile then the  default is 
bizySoft/bizyStore/logs/<appName>.log.

The default bizySoftConfig file name is bizySoftConfig.xml under the bizySoft/config 
directory. It can also be based on the $_SERVER["SERVER_NAME"] PHP variable's domain. In 
general it has the form yourDomainName.xml (without the www).

For example, our domain is bizysoft.com.au so we could use the config file name 
bizySoft/config/bizysoft.com.au.xml. The domain that addresses your application should 
be used. This is optional, but takes precedence if it exists. bizySoftConfig.xml is used as the 
default if a domain based file is not found.

Domain based files can work in conjunction with the virtual hosts config of your web server to 
allow different databases to be configured based on the requested domain. This can allow you 
to have a single bizyStore installation specified on your include_path configured for any 
number of virtual hosts. Note that this will work best (and possibly only) if you use the 
preferred installation method, setting the installation directory into your PHP include_path.

So you can now easily configure sub-domain's on your website to use a different database 
config.

e.g.

yourDomainName.com can use the bizySoft/config/yourDomainName.com.xml config file.

If you have a sub-domain named blog on your hosted account blog.yourDomainName.com can 
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use the bizySoft/config/blog.yourDomainName.com.xml config file to address a different 
configuration. 

This also works for any 'Add On' domains in your hosted environment because they will have 
their own domain name.

You can use this feature for PHP CLI programs as well. In this case, manipulating the 
SERVER_NAME variable in your CLI script can provide the means. This is how our unit tests are 
configured.

Potentially, it can also give you added security. Using domain based config files without the 
default bizySoftConfig.xml will in effect, black-list an un-configured domain request from 
running bizyStore code because the white-list is embedded in the domain based file name.

6.1.1Generated config

Similar to Model generation, the config file is “compiled” for want of a better word, into a class 
file based on the domain of the request. This is handled by the auto-loader implementation and
in general, the bizySoftConfig xml file is only ever read once per installation, the class file being
generated on first execution.

You don't normally need to know this for your application, but it is important to be aware that 
on the rare occasion of changes to your bizySoftConfig xml file, the following steps should be 
taken:

• the generated bizySoft/bizyStore/config/<Domain>Config.php  file should be 
deleted.

• if the xml changes affect the database settings, the 
bizySoft/bizyStore/app/<appName> directory should be deleted.

This will force bizyStore to regenerate the Config and Model/Schema classes.

<Domain> is the CamelCaps version of the  <domain> variable. For example, our domain is 
bizysoft.com.au, the config class would be defined in 
bizySoft/bizyStore/config/BizysoftComAuConfig.php. 

6.1.2Setting PDO options

PDO options can be configured in the bizySoftConfig file with the <pdoOptions> tag. Likewise, 
PDO prepare options can be specified using the <pdoPrepareOptions> tag.

Any valid PDO option can be used in its usual PHP form.

e.g.

<pdoOptions>
PDO::ATTR_ERRMODE => PDO::ERRMODE_EXCEPTION;
PDO::ATTR_EMULATE_PREPARES => FALSE

</pdoOptions>
<pdoPrepareOptions>

PDO::ATTR_CURSOR => PDO::CURSOR_SCROLL
</pdoPrepareOptions>
<modelPrepareOptions>

cache => TRUE
</modelPrepareOptions>

<pdoOptions> are used when constructing a PDO connection. PDO connection options can be 
specified as  PDO name/value pairs separated by '=>'. Multiple pairs can be separated by a 
semicolon. Likewise, <pdoPrepareOptions> are used when preparing a PDOStatement. 
Both can be over-ridden in the constructor options on PreparedStatement methods for finer 
grained control.

<modelPrepareOptions> Additionally, prepare options for Model's include the ability to cache 
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prepared statements that are generated by Model operations. Setting cache => true will 
maximise the performance of your code. This can be over-ridden in the Model constructor 
options as well.

6.1.3Defining foreign key relationships

The bizyStore ModelGenerator by default will determine if your database(s) have foreign key 
relationships defined and include them in the schema file generation. Foreign keys are also a 
way of declaring join constructs and are used by more advanced Model methods in this way.

You can also define application level foreign key relationships in the bizySoftConfig file if your 
databases or tables don't have that capability (eg. views or MYSQL MYISAM tables), or your 
database does not declare any foreign keys.

Database foreign key declarations will always be honoured because they are a constraint in the
database design. bizyStore will ignore any matching foreign key declarations in the 
bizySoftConfig file in this case.

When specifying them in the bizySoftConfig file, they are a more general declaration in that the
database has no way of enforcing the usual constraints. For correct operation, a foreign key 
declaration on a table in bizySoftConfig must specify column(s) that are unique in the referred 
to table.

The declarations are configured under the particular <database> tag that requires them. They 
are specified in the <relationships> tag like so.

<relationships>
<foreignKeys>

table1(table2Name.table2Email) => table2(name.email);
</foreignKeys>

</relationships>

or
<relationships>

<foreignKeys>
table3(table4Id) => table4(id);
table3(anotherTable4Id) => table4(id);

</foreignKeys>
</relationships>

Where table1 and table3 have the foreign key declarations on them. 
table1 in the first example declares a foreign key with it's column names that form the key 
table2Name.table2Email, and table2 is the referred to table with the corresponding referred 
to columns. The combination of the columns name and email in table2 should be declared as  
being unique within table2. 

Likewise, table3 declares two foreign keys pointing to the same column in table4. The id 
column in table4 should be declared to be unique.

Foreign key columns are not usually unique within the table declared in because they can point 
to the same row in the other table (many-to-one). The only time they can be unique is if your 
database/application enforces a one-to-one relationship by declaring a unique constraint on the
foreign key column(s). In any case bizyStore will not recognise foreign key column(s) as key 
column(s) unless they are declared as being unique.

A strong optimisation is to put a plain index (not unique for many-to-one) on the foreign key 
columns as they are declared for the best query performance. For the above config examples, 
we use MySQL MyISAM table declarations below to demonstrate that application foreign keys 
can be used for table/databases that don't support this functionality.

CREATE TABLE table1 (
...
...
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table2Name varchar(100),
table2Email varchar(100),
INDEX(table2Name, table2Email)

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8mb4 COLLATE=utf8mb4_unicode_ci;

and

CREATE TABLE table3 (
...
...
table4Id int,
anothertable4Id int,
INDEX(table4Id), 
INDEX(anotherTable4Id)

) ENGINE=MyISAM DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8mb4 COLLATE=utf8mb4_unicode_ci;

6.1.4Configuring tables

The <tables> declaration in the bizySoftConfig file allows you to specify a list of semi-colon 
separated tables in each database that bizyStore should work on. Model/Schema generation 
will only take place on these tables.

Note that if a table has foreign key declarations then the table on the other side of the 
relationship should also be included.  

If no tables are specified then bizyStore will use ALL the tables in the database.

6.2 Advanced Model Techniques
The bizyStore Model provides lots more than just the ability to do CRUD. The following sections 
outline some of the more advanced features available.

6.2.1Key searches

bizyStore has the concept of key candidates. This simply means that properties that have been 
defined in the Model as being a primary, sequenced or unique key can be checked for the 
ability to form a complete key. 

In general, database declarations allow:

• multiple key declarations per table.
• keys spanning more than one column.
• keys that overlap other keys.

Needless to say that sorting out a key for a Model can get complicated in some circumstances.

bizyStore allows you to determine if a Model has any complete key fields filled that can be used
in a key search simply by calling the getKeyProperties() method on a Model.

Key candidates have an order of preference:

• Primary Key with a sequenced column.
• Primary Key non-sequenced.
• Unique Keys with a sequenced column.
• Sequenced column.
• Unique Key non-sequenced.

The key candidates for a particular Model, may contain any or none of the above. bizyStore will 
look at the Model contents and determine if any of the key properties, in this order, can be 
filled by the corresponding Model values. If the Model is able to form a complete key then 
getKeyProperties() will immediately return the Model properties matching the key.

The Model can then use the key properties returned to do a find() operation for example, 
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either by calling reset() on the Model or constructing a new Model with the key properties.

6.2.2Model find options

The find($option) method can also be used with the Model::OPTION_INDEX_KEY option to 
return Model arrays indexed on their database key column(s). If the Model does not have any 
key columns declared, default zero-based indexing is used.

OPTION_INDEX_KEY can either resolve to a boolean value or the name of the key candidate for 
the Model. The key candidate name is the key column names concatenated with "." in declared 
order.

A boolean value resolving to true will use the first key candidate found, a false value will return 
the result set as the default zero based array.

6.2.3Getting a reference to a Model statement

Models do have a slight overhead when calling CRUD methods, they must always build a text 
query, even though the underlying PDOStatement may be cached. Sometimes you may require 
a piece of code to run optimally, for example when you must execute an action many times in 
a loop. In these cases it is possible to hold a statement reference by calling one of the following
Model methods.

•  getCreateStatement($options);

•  getFindStatement($options);

•  getJoinStatement($resolvePath, $properties, $options);

Models are secure so these methods return a reference to a PreparedStatement. You can then 
call the relevant Statement methods. Note that updates and deletes are excluded because 
they need to handle locking issues.

6.2.4The realise() method

bizyStore allows you to navigate relationships on Model's through the realise() method.

realise($hops, $options = array());

realise() is like find(), in addition it sets all the relationships defined by foreign key 
declarations into the Model(s) found. 

It's low impedance (result set processing) but requires a number of database queries to realise 
all the relationships.

The specified Model properties define the where clause that starts the realise(), so the Model
does not realise itself, but all Models matching the given properties, just like find().

realise() takes the number of relationship hops you want to realise from the Model concerned, 
as in the diagram below. We name the entities in a general way so that you can understand 
that a table with foreign keys declared is usually termed a Child table and the ones that it 
refers to are Parent tables.

e.g.

The schema shows the general structure of relationships that can be realised. In this diagram 

ParentA
id

Child
parentAId
parentBId

ParentB
id

Hop
child.parentAId Hop

child.parentBId
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ParentA has a one-to-many relationship with Child and ParentB also has a one to many 
relationship with Child. This is a classic many-to-many between ParentA and ParentB Models. 
In this schema, only the Child table would have foreign keys declared.

The relationships are either Model instances (one) or arrays of Model instances (many) and are 
stored under the property name for the particular relationship. The naming convention of the 
relationship is always the table name of the declared foreign key and all the columns of the 
declared foreign key concatenated with a full-stop, this is true navigating from either end of the
relationship. It must be this way to avoid duplicate relationship names if a Model has more than
one relationship with another, remember that realise() will navigate ALL the relationships.

So, if we realise 1 hop (realise(1)) from the ParentA Model, then the ParentA model will 
contain a property called child.parentAId which is an array of all the Child Models with 
matching id's in their parentAId columns (the one-to-many). The Child Models would not 
contain any relationship properties because the relationship to the ParentA Model is redundant
from the Child end since we have realised from ParentA. The ParentB relationship is not 
included because we only specified one hop from ParentA.

Realising 2 hops (realise(2)) from ParentA will include all the Models, Child acts as an 
association or junction table between ParentA and ParentB. The Child Model's in this case  
contain a property called child.parentBId which is an instance of ParentB. The ParentB 
Model would not contain any relationship properties because it is once more redundant, being 
realised from Child.

If we choose to realise(1) from the Child Model, then things would work a little differently. 
The Child Model will contain a property called child.parentAId being an instance of ParentA.
It  will also contain a property called child.parentBId being an instance of ParentB. 

As mentioned above realise will navigate all relationships from the Model specified until the 
number of hops are reached or there is no more data, so can potentially return very complex 
data structures. Care should be taken to specify Model properties that are specific enough for 
the data you are concerned with. Just like any other database query method, insufficient Model 
properties (where clause) or a large number of hops can bring back lots of data which may 
affect performance.

If hops is 0 then realise() will act as a find().

You can still perform the usual CRUD operations on any realised Model. realise() does not 
touch any schema properties and CRUD operations do not recurse relationships, but you can 
navigate the realised Model to perform CRUD operations on the child Models if you wish.

OPTION_INDEX_KEY can be used to index the returned array relationships with database key 
fields. In this case, if you specify the name of the key candidate, it will be used for the parent 
indexes (those on the Model your are realising). Child Model's will pick the most appropriate 
key candidate if any.

6.2.5The resolve() method

The resolve() method is similar to realise(), the difference is that resolve() will navigate 
only the defined relationships via the resolve path . It has higher impedance (result set 
processing) than realise() but does it's job with a single database query.

resolve($resolvePath, $options = array());

The resolve path is an abstraction of a database join between many tables. Because it is an 
abstraction it can be used as a database agnostic way of specifying the data we want.

It's very simple to understand. Resolve paths are constructed from database table names in the
same way as a foreign key declaration in the bizySoftConfig file. Here's an example.

$resolvePath = “member(id) => membership(memberId)”;
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This is a one-to-many relationship between the member and membership tables. The member.id 
column in the database will be joined with the membership.memberId column and the result will
be Member Model(s) containing a number of Membership's

Here's a more complex example of a many-to-many relationship that everyone can still readily 
understand.

$resolvePath = “author(id) => authorBook(authorId, bookId) => book(id)”;

So, the author.id column is joined with the authorBook.authorId and the 
authorBook.bookId is joined with the book.id column and we end up with all the information 
needed to relate authors to books. Easy so far.

Swizzled data

By default, resolve() returns an array of Model's (the first on the resolve path) containing the 
subsequent Models on the resolve path in reverse order. We call this swizzled data and is true 
for deeper $resolvePaths as well.

This diagram shows the resolve path from above which is a many-to-many relationship from 
author to book. Author's can write many books but also book's can be written by many 
author's. The many-to-many is necessarily manifested through the association table 
authorBook.

So, given an Author, we can find the Book's they have written by using the resolve path exactly
as before.

$author = new Author(array(“firstName” => “Steven”, “lastName” => “King”));
$resolvePath = “author(id) => authorBook(authorId, bookId) => book(id)”;
$authors = $author resolve($resolvePath);→

Note above that you don't have to explicitly set the id specified by the resolve path. 
resolve() will use the properties set in the Author Model for it's where clause and the id's of 
each Model found for the join.

When we think of Author's and the Book's they have written, the association table in the 
database is perhaps of secondary importance, in most cases we just want all the Book's that 
the Author has written. The relationship however, can contain important information not just 
the association of author to book.

For this particular instance relationship, the swizzled order of each Model returned from 
resolve() is:

Author => Book => AuthorBook

Which is what you would expect for an instance of a many-to-many. Each Author Model will 
contain a number of Book Models each having one AuthorBook associated. Like realise(), 

author
id

authorBook
authorId
bookId

book
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Author
id

Book
id

AuthorBook
authorId
bookId

author.book
book.authorBook
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redundant information is not included and resolve() models the single association as an array
because the relationship is still one to many from Book, although the actual case in a swizzled 
instance could be thought of as a one-to-one.

Unlike realise(), resolve() will not navigate relationships other than what is on the 
$resolvePath, so the relationship naming convention is to concatenate the names of the two 
tables with a full stop,  since they will never be duplicated for a particular Model. If 
$resolvePath is empty, resolve() will act as a find() on the Model.

For the above swizzled example the Author Model will contain a property named  author.book 
which will be an array of Book Models. Each Book Model will contain a property named 
book.authorBook which will be an array of the AuthorBook Model's (unlike the realise() 
method which can determine if the relationship should be an instance or array).

For a given book we can get all the authors with:

$resolvePath = “book(id) => authorBook(bookId , authorId) => author(id)”;

Swizzled data can be turned off with the Join::OPTION_SWIZZLE option being set to false. In 
this case the data will be returned in the order declared in the $resolvePath.

6.3 Advanced Database Techniques

6.3.1Transactions

bizyStore supports base and nested transactions. The base transaction is the first transaction 
issued by calling PDODB::beginTransaction(). This is the transaction that does all the real 
work, so it's responsible for being able to commit or roll-back data against the database. Base 
transactions can also be started with an isolation level.

e.g.

$config = BizyStoreConfig::getInstance();
$db = $config>getDB(“yourDbId”);
$db beginTransaction(PDODB::→ TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED);
..

You can specify any one of the following:
PDODB::TRANSACTION_READ_UNCOMMITTED;
PDODB::TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED;
PDODB::TRANSACTION_REPEATABLE_READ;
PDODB::TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLE;

Note that the values here represent what is in the SQL standard, although they may be mapped
internally to other levels at the discretion of the database vendor. Nested transactions ignore 
any isolation levels.

Nested transactions are simply transactions that are started via PDODB::beginTransaction() 
subsequent to or inside a base transaction which has not completed. They don't do any real 
work on the database but provide a means of telling the base transaction what actions it 
should take. This usually happens via exception handling.

The preferred method to end a transaction is by using the DBTransaction object returned by 
beginTransaction() and calling commit() or rollBack(). You can also call  
PDODB::endTransaction($endMode) where $endMode can be either PDODB::COMMIT or 
PDODB::ROLLBACK.

The core bizyStore code does not start any transactions implicitly. Its left up to your application 
to determine when a transaction should be used. It's recommended practice to provide 
transactional fault tolerance to database write activities so that any errors along the way don't 
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interfere with the integrity of the database. e.g. create/update/delete actions.

The recommended way of doing this is to use exception handling via try/catch and use a 
DBTransaction object as the controlling mechanism.  The following code shows the idea.

$txn = null;
$db = ...;
try
{
    $txn = $db>beginTransaction();

    $jack = new Member(array(“firstName” => “Jack”, $db);
    $jack>create();
    // Do something else 
    ...
    ...
    $txn>commit();
}
catch(Exception $e)
{
    if ($txn)
    {
        $txn>rollBack();
    }
    throw $e;
}

This code is actually wrapped in the PDODB::transact() method. The following code is 
identical to the code above.

$db = ...;
$db transact(function ($db, $txn)→
{
    $jack = new Member(array(“firstName” => “Jack”, $db);
    $jack>create();
    // Do something else 
    …
});

DBTransaction objects are used in the execution of base and nested transactions, they can also 
provide more control over your transaction in the form of update policies and counts.

Update policies allow you to set whether you are allowed to modify multiple rows via an update
or delete action.

e.g.

$txn = $db>beginTransaction();
$txn setUpdatePolicy(DBTransaction::UPDATE_POLICY_MULTIPLE);→

Will allow updates and deletes on multiple rows.

$txn setUpdatePolicy(DBTransaction::UPDATE_POLICY_UNIQUE);→

Will allow updates and deletes only on unique rows. The default is UPDATE_POLICY_UNIQUE.

Counts can be used to count anything you like during the execution of the transaction. The 
most useful count would be the rowCount() returned via an executed Statement.

e.g.

..
$txn = $db>beginTransaction();
$txn setUpdatePolicy(DBTransaction::UPDATE_POLICY_MULTIPLE);→
$jack = new Member(array(“firstName” => “Jack”, $db);
$jill = array(“firstName” => “Jill”);

$statement = $jack>update($jill);
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$txn count($statement rowCount());→ →
..

Counts in nested transactions are transferred to the previous transaction only through a 
commit(), likewise to the database instance when the base transaction commit()'s 
successfully.

You can get the count from a database instance using $db getCount()→  and reset the count 
using $db resetCount()→ .

6.3.2Optimistic Locking

Write operations generally require a transaction to be initiated before execution to allow some 
fault tolerance, updates and deletes require more care over creates. Locking in this context 
means handling concurrency specifically for update and delete actions on persisted data. 
Concurrency meaning the actions of an external (to our transaction) process on the same data.

Locks are taken by the database as would be the normal case when executing statements for 
update and delete actions. Optimistic techniques do not require any previous read locks on 
data that is to be modified, so read performance in concurrent systems can be maximised. The 
data itself supplies a means to manage conflicts between database writes via a specialised 
version column in the table. Note that highly concurrent database entities may require the 
assistance of pessimistic locking in extreme cases or under certain circumstances.

Optimistic techniques can detect concurrent activity across base transaction boundaries and 
lend themselves to activities where there can be a significant amount of time between requests
for operations on the same data. We don't know how long the data for the old Model has been 
around, it may span other requests. The probability of someone changing the values in the 
database, subsequent to our Model being read, increases with time as does our ability to find 
the Model with it's where clause. If un-sequenced key columns are changed, we will definitely 
not find a changed Model again. Also, we may not want to update multiple database records 
(according to the transaction update policy) if the Model has no resolvable key fields.

Optimistic locking involves:

• use the value of the version column in the update/delete where clause along with any 
properties required to find the correct row(s). If there is no version column (version-less 
locking), then use ALL the Model properties available.

• specifically for an update, change the value of the version column (if specified) in the 
set clause for the update.

• issue the update/delete statement based on the old Model properties which will lock the 
row(s) concerned.

• if the statement does not find any rows to update/delete then return false. This is an 
optimistic lock failure and indicates to the calling code that the Model data is stale. The 
calling code should itself determine what to do, usually re-read the Model and attempt 
the process again.

• if the update changes more than one row, and if there is a version column specified OR 
we are only allowed to process a unique row, an Exception is thrown and the calling 
code should roll-back to release the lock(s). Otherwise the calling code must either 
commit or roll-back the transaction to release the lock(s).

• if the update changes exactly one row, the calling code must commit or roll-back the 
transaction to release the lock(s).

bizyStore can detect conflicts such as this with the use of the 
OptimisticOptions::OPTION_LOCK_PROPERTY. If this option is used for an update or delete, 
then we use the value to get the schema property in the Model as a version field for the lock 
check. 
e.g.
$oldModel update($newproperties, array(→ OptimisticOptions::OPTION_LOCK_PROPERTY => "name of versioned
property"));
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The OPTION_LOCK_PROPERTY is also used to indicate that the modification should be on a 
unique row. In this scenario it is possible to use a key search for the update/delete so you only 
need to set the key fields in the Model.

Not specifying a OPTION_LOCK_PROPERTY uses the properties of the old Model that are specified
to perform version-less locking. Note that for this scenario, ALL the possible schema properties 
for the Model should be included for the version check, otherwise the modification will be NON 
optimistic. It's just the same as issuing an update without regard for concurrency, which may 
be OK for some circumstances but is likely to result in 'lost updates' and possibly incorrect 
operation in concurrent systems. You can also update multiple rows according to the 
transaction update policy in this mode.

If the old Model has a property with a key of OptimisticOptions::OPTION_LOCK_MODE then the
specified mode will be used for the lock/versioning mechanism. OPTION_LOCK_MODE can be 
either LOCK_MODE_LOCAL or LOCK_MODE_DATABASE. For LOCK_MODE_DATABASE, a database 
column default or trigger should set this value on row modification.

LOCK_MODE_LOCAL is preferred over LOCK_MODE_DATABASE for updates because it is under 
application control and the Model can immediately be populated with the new version column 
value. For LOCK_MODE_DATABASE, the Model cannot be immediately updated, unless you are 
using key properties in your Model, in which case you can call find() after the update if 
required. bizyStore defaults to LOCK_MODE_LOCAL if no LOCK_MODE is specified.

Recovery without user intervention from an optimistic lock failure can be done under certain 
circumstances, and usually consists of re-reading and re-processing the Model concerned, a 
number of times if required.

• re-reading the Model is always possible if you use sequenced key properties. Re-
processing may be possible depending on your circumstances.

• re-reading the Model may be possible if you use non-sequenced unique key properties, 
unless the key values have changed, in which case user intervention may be required. 

• it's normally not possible to recover if a Model has no key properties at all. User 
intervention may be required.

6.3.3Pessimistic Locking

Pessimistic locking requires that you lock the data concerned for your exclusive use before 
attempting any operations on the data, so locking in this context disallows concurrent activity. 

As in the optimistic case, the pessimistic technique is focused on updates and deletes on data 
previously persisted. Other processes that want to use the same data will need to wait until you
are finished. That being the case, pessimistic locking can have some effect on throughput for 
external read operations which may not be ideal for a busy on-line database or your specific 
circumstances.

All database write operations should be issued within a fault-tolerant transaction. Pessimistic 
locking techniques should also be issued in the same way. They are a pending database write 
which locks the data concerned when read so should not be implemented across base 
transaction boundaries, the read/write cycle should be as fast as possible and contained in the 
same base transaction. The locks being released by either committing or rolling-back the base 
transaction.

bizyStore supports pessimistic locking with the DB::findForUpdate() method. It must be 
called in a fault-tolerant, transactional scenario to release the locks when done.

e.g.

$db = ...;
$db>transact(function ($db, $txn) 
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{
    /*
     * This will lock the database entities described by the Model(s) returned,
     * depending on how locking is implemented by the vendor. The lock could be on a
     * row(s)/table/database. transact() will unlock the models with either commit()
     * or rollBack().
     */
    $jack = new Member(array(“firstName” => “Jack”, $db);
    $lockedJacks = $jack>findForUpdate();
    // Do something with the $lockedJacks
    …
    …
});

6.3.4Database Agnostics

In Model cases, bizyStore can dynamically generate database agnostic queries and can handle 
complex foreign key associations and joins. Perhaps the only time you will require more is in 
the case of reporting or high performance, specialised queries which commonly need to 
massage the data into a use-able form.

Although bizyStore provides the methods to create any query you like, in these cases it may be
difficult to produce queries that are database agnostic. It can be done however, with a bit of 
thought. We go through the options that you can use with bizyStore in the following sections.

Views

Arguably the best way of providing reporting functionality is to create a view in the database 
that holds the required data. A view encapsulates a database query, the query itself can take 
data from many tables or other views via joins to produce the equivalent of an abstracted 
table.

This has the effect of pushing query complexity out of the application code and into the 
database itself, hence the application has a view into the data but does not require knowledge 
of how the data is actually stored. The only down side to this is that queries may require  
maintenance, so if you use multiple databases, that's more than one place you may have to 
take care of.

bizyStore treats views as tables in its schema, so Model's can query views in the normal 
manner. However, views are read-only which means the usual table CRUD is limited to the R 
(read) operations like find(). You cannot directly create, update or delete rows in a view.

A  powerful bizyStore feature allows you to place application level foreign keys on view columns
either to another view or a table if the need arises. This can be achieved through the 
bizySoftConfig file with the normal bizyStore foreign key syntax and allows you to realise() 
the relationships through the Model.

Tagged entities

You can also produce database agnostic queries conforming to the SQL standard by using 
bizyStore methods for formatting database entities.

• DB::qualifyEntity() use this for table names to produce the fully qualified schema 
name if required.

• DB::formatEntity() use this for database entities such as column names etc.
• DB::formatProperty() provides an escaped version of the property value.

bizyStore helps you along here by providing a mechanism through tagged entities.
The above methods correspond to database entities that can cause problems when using 
different database's or schema's. The general idea is to tag your queries so that the above 
methods can be invoked on whatever is tagged. This is the technique that bizyStore uses to 
implement Model queries.
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The tags have the following structure:

• <Q...Q> format and QUALIFY this entity with the formatted schema name if supported. 
This corresponds to DB::qualifyEntity().

• <E...E> a database ENTITY that needs to be formatted. This is usually a column name 
and corresponds to DB::formatEntity().

• <P...P> a column name (Model PROPERTY) whose value needs to be formatted this 
corresponds to DB::formatProperty(). 

Tagged entity's can include any database related identifier. Tagged entity's can be repeated. 

So, your SQL may look like this.

$query = “SELECT ms.* 
FROM membership ms 
JOIN member AS m ON m.id = ms.memberId 
where m.firstName = 'Jack'”;

Looks OK, it gets all the Membership's for Member's named 'Jack'. This may be fine for some 
databases, but it will fail on PostgreSQL servers because of the mixed case entities used 
(memberId, firstName). Even worse, it can cause incorrect operation if there is a schema 
involved.

If we want to make this work for all configured databases, we tag the query like so. 

$query = “SELECT ms.* 
FROM <QmembershipQ> ms 
JOIN <QmemberQ> AS m ON m.id = ms.<EmemberIdE> 
where m.<EfirstNameE> = <PfirstNameP>”;

Notice that the syntax is EXACTLY the same as standard SQL. All we have done is tag the 
appropriate entities that are of concern, no new query language to learn and you can still 
leverage your knowledge of SQL.

Then lets say our PostgreSQL database instance has a <schema> called bizy, which has been 
specified in bizySoftConfig. We can just use StatementBuilder::translate() with a 
properties array containing the firstName entry (firstName is the only property in this query).

$db = ...;
$statementBuilder = new StatementBuilder($db);
$properties = array("firstName" => "Jack");
$query = $statementBuilder>translate($query, $properties);

The query for our PostgreSQL server this time is.

“SELECT ms.* 
FROM "bizy"."membership" ms 
JOIN "bizy"."member" AS m ON m.id = ms."memberId" 
where m."firstName" = 'Jack'”

Both table names have been qualified with the schema name, the mixed case entities have 
been double quoted and the property <PfirstNameP> has been replaced with it's value from 
the $properties array. The query is now ready to be executed via the usual methods.

If we call PreparedStatementBuilder, instead of StatementBuilder with the same tagged 
query then the result is.

“SELECT ms.* 
FROM "bizy"."membership" ms 
JOIN "bizy"."member" AS m ON m.id = ms."memberId" 
where m."firstName" = :firstName”
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The <PfirstNameP> property is now a colon prefixed named parameter and the query is ready 
to be prepared then executed with the original properties array.
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7 Summary
We hope that this user guide has given some insight into the uses of bizyStore and how it can 
greatly simplify even trivial database coding. It's ease of use and simple configuration allow 
you to get started straight away.

bizyStore gives you an intuitive API that allows you to do many complex database operations 
with ease. It also allows you to  delve into some of the more intense features of database 
programming. Use what you need, delve when your needs become more complex. bizyStore 
gives you that flexibility.

We've introduced some new concepts with bizyStore like:

• Seamlessly integrate different vendors databases.
• Automatic Model/Schema generation with minimal configuration.
• Database agnostics with tagged entities.
• The realise() and resolve() methods.
• Our interpretation of key candidates.

All of these concepts help you to produce code that is simple to understand, robust, 
maintainable and will work on all our supported databases. We hope that you like our software.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Statement classes
bizyStore provides methods to support any query you may need to execute through the 
following classes. These classes can be used to produce both read and write statements.

• QueryStatement($db, $query, $options)
• QueryPreparedStatement($db, $query, $properties, $options) 
• JoinStatement($db, $query, $properties, $options) 
• JoinPreparedStatement($db, $query, $properties, $options) 

All have the same basic constructor API taking a database reference, along with the sql string 
to be executed and a set of options to control the execution of appropriate methods. 

Options can include:

• Statement::OPTION_FUNCTION build the result set via the function specified.
• Statement::OPTION_CLASS_NAME build the result set using the specified class name.
• Statement::OPTION_CLASS_ARGS global constructor arguments for class name.
• PreparedStatement::OPTION_PREPARE_KEY specify a key to cache the statement under

when prepared.
• PreparedStatement::OPTION_CACHE specify if the statement is to be cached if it does 

not have a key. In this case a key will be built for you.

All have the same API which consists of the following:

• assocSet($properties)  a set of rows from the database as associative arrays keyed 
on the database column names.

• arraySet($properties)  a set of rows from the database as arrays of zero-based 
column values in database ordinal position.

• objectSet($properties) a set of rows from the database as objects defined by 
OPTION_CLASS_NAME or stdClass if not defined. Can use  OPTION_CLASS_ARGS to pass 
any other general constructor parameters required that are not fetch based.

• funcSet($properties) a set of rows from the database that have been processed by a 
function specified by OPTION_FUNCTION.

• iterator($properties, $type) get an iterator for the result set based on the 
properties/type passed in or those already set.

• scalar($properties) a single value from the database.
• execute($properties) a general method for statements that do not return a result set.

This includes statements that can change your data. Returns the number of rows 
affected. PreparedStatement classes return a PDOStatement.

• query($properties)  a general method that returns a PDOStatement from which a 
result set can be fetched manually. For PreparedStatement's, query() is identical to 
execute().

8.1.1QueryStatement

Statement's can be used to execute user defined read/write SQL that won't change or does not 
need or can't be prepared. QueryStatement is bizyStore's concrete class to perform these 
operations. QueryStatement ignores the $properties array parameter in the above methods.

e.g. This will bring back all the membership's that “Jack” has as a zero indexed set of 
associative arrays keyed on the column names of the membership table.

$query = “SELECT ms.* 
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FROM membership ms 
JOIN member AS m ON m.id = ms.memberId 
where m.firstName = 'Jack'”;

$db = ...;
$statement = new QueryStatement($db, $query);
$assocSet = $statement>assocSet();

Get the same as above but as an array of stdClass objects.

$objectSet = $statement>objectSet();

You can always call assocSet(), arraySet() and objectSet() and get the appropriate result. 

You can specify an OPTION_CLASS_NAME to use as the class instance(s) to return. objectSet() 
uses PDOStatement::fetchAll() and will attempt to construct the object using the magic 
setters supplied in the class to set the properties. OPTION_CLASS_ARGS can be used to supply 
any further constructor parameters that may be required that are not fetch based e.g. a 
database reference or similar.

funcSet() requires that you specify an OPTION_FUNCTION in the options either when 
constructing or by calling setOptions($options). Functions defined in OPTION_FUNCTION 
should take an associative array (a row of data via PDO::FETCH_ASSOC) as the only argument.

This lambda function will produce a CSV representing the database row. funcSet() will apply 
this to all rows retrieved.

$options =
array(

Statement::OPTION_FUNCTION => 
function ($row) 
{

return implode(",", $row);
}

);
$statement setOptions($options);→
$funcSet = $statement funcSet();→

Get an appropriate Iterator. This will use the options and properties already set so will be an 
Iterator with the above lambda function.

foreach ($statement iterator() as $key => $processedRow)→
{

// Do something
...

}

OPTION_FUNCTION, OPTION_CLASS_NAME etc. can be reset by setting them to null and calling 
setOptions() on the statement.

This is an example of a statement that does not return a result set, so we call execute().

$query = "savepoint level1”;
$statement = new QueryStatement($db, $query);
$statement execute();→

8.1.2QueryPreparedStatement

PreparedStatement classes provide a number of advantages over the plain variety Statement 
classes, the most well recognised is the security provided by the separate prepare/execution 
cycle in avoiding SQL injections. It's a recommended practice to use PreparedStatement 
classes for user input into database operations. It's also a common need to execute a 
statement multiple times, they can help out there as well.
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Prepared statements in general, provide a replacement mechanism which means that, although
the query may be fixed, it still allows you to supply different parameters that can change the 
query execution. You can call the appropriate methods with a set of $properties for the 
replacement or use the properties set in the PreparedStatement beforehand. 

PreparedStatement's directly support named parameters. Place holders (i.e. ?) are not directly 
supported by the PreparedStatement classes. It is more intuitive and robust to use named 
parameters as they can be directly associated with a column name from the database schema.
Here's an example of a QueryPreparedStatement. All execution methods are the same as 
above for QueryStatement with the additional ability to use the $properties parameter.

$db = ...;
$query = “SELECT ms.* 
FROM membership ms 
JOIN member AS m ON m.id = ms.memberId 
where m.firstName = :firstName”; 

:firstName above is a replaceable named parameter. The ':' when coupled with a name, 
signifies that the name will be a key supplied with a value in the $properties parameter, the 
value being used as the replacement. Here we make the replacement with “Jack”.

$jackProperties = array(“firstName” => “Jack”);
$statement = new QueryPreparedStatement($db, $query, $jackProperties);
$jackSet = $statement assocSet();→

Here we supply different properties to change the execution like so. This will search for “Jill” not
“Jack”

$jillProperties = array(“firstName” => “Jill”);
$jillSet = $statement assocSet($jillProperties);→

If you require database agnostic queries, tagged entities can be used in conjunction with 
PreparedStatementBuilder::translate().

$db = ...;
$query = “SELECT ms.* 
FROM <QmembershipQ> ms 
JOIN <QmemberQ> AS m ON m.<EidE> = ms.<EmemberIdE>
where m.<EfirstNameE> = <PfirstNameP>”;

$builder = new PreparedStatementBuilder($db);
$jackProperties = array(“firstName” => “Jack”);
$query = $builder→translate($query, $jackProperties);
$statement = new QueryPreparedStatement($db, $query, $jackProperties);
$jackSet = $statement assocSet();→

8.1.3 JoinStatement and JoinPreparedStatement

JoinPreparedStatement is the basis for the Model::resolve() method. JoinStatement is 
similar but only takes properties in the constructor to start the join, the query is fixed and 
properties are ignored if passed to the statement methods. Both are used to help you construct
select queries.

They both take the same basic parameters as QueryPreparedStatement, the query being a 
resolve path. The resolve path is an abstract way of specifying the table joins as per the 
Model::resolve() method and can assist you in generating complex select queries a little 
easier.

e.g.  

$resolvePath = "author(id) => authorBooks(authorId, bookId) => book(id)";

Here's an example that uses multiple columns, these will become an "AND" in the join.
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e.g.

$resolvePath = "uniqueKeyMember(firstName.lastName.dob) => 
uniqueKeyMembership(memberFirstName.memberLastName.memberDob)";

You don't have to construct a Model to make joins. You can make joins via the resolve path on 
any column you wish, as long as it's consistent with your database design. The columns 
specified don't necessarily have to be declared as foreign keys either.

Join*Statement's are designed to return Model's. The result of calling objectSet() is 
normalised, redundant Models are not included and is the method of choice here. You can try 
the other *Set() methods but they will have limited use with joins. For example.

• assocSet() with database tables that have the same column names will lose data.
• arraySet() will return a zero based array of zero-based arrays of joined data, all 

columns are returned in the ordinal position of each table and the order of the resolve 
path (un-swizzled).

• funcSet() is the same as assocSet().
 
You can still iterate over the result sets but that also has the same limited use.

8.2 Caching PreparedStatements
Preparing is a fairly expensive operation. In addition to being a database hit that does not bring
back any data, it asks the database server to construct a query plan for the statement. This 
can actually hamper performance if you prepare a statement each time it's used.

The bizySoftConfig file allows you to specify caching for Model queries through the 
<modelPrepareOptions> tag.

e.g.
<modelPrepareOptions>

cache=>true
</modelPrepareOptions>

Using this option will cache any queries that the Model classes generate automatically.

For your own queries, the technique with the best performance is to hold a reference to the 
PreparedStatement instance yourself. 

e.g. Construct a QueryPreparedStatement outside a loop then execute inside the loop with 
different properties through the public methods. In all probability it will not be possible to 
access the reference from other places in your code because it will be out of scope.

The prepared statement replacement mechanism means that most of the custom queries that 
you produce are able to be defined as a constant. This opens the possibility of enabling the 
internal PDOStatement to be cached for later use even for statements with no replaceable 
parameters, eliminating the need to prepare the statement more than once. This is exactly the 
same principle as our Models use.

Caching the PreparedStatement allows access through a unique key. You can construct a 
PreparedStatement instance anywhere in your code and it will use the key (if specified) to find 
the previously prepared internal PDOStatement.

You have two options for turning the cache on.

• specify OPTION_PREPARE_KEY => “some unique key” in the constructor options.
• specify OPTION_CACHE => true in the  constructor options.
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Supplying your own unique key through OPTION_PREPARE_KEY is the most direct/fastest 
method, the key MUST be unique for the database instance in use. Turning the cache on using 
OPTION_CACHE without an OPTION_PREPARE_KEY will build a key for you. Constructing a 
PreparedStatement class without turning the cache on will prepare the statement per 
instance.

Using either of these options will prevent multiple prepare() calls. prepare() is only called 
when initialising the statement, so this must be done via the QueryPreparedStatement 
constructor options.

e.g. with a key
...
$options = array(PreparedStatement::OPTION_PREPARE_KEY => “myUniqueKey”);
$statement = new QueryPreparedStatement($db, $query, $properties, $options);

The statement is cached in the database instance under the key and is available from 
anywhere in your code via the key. The only database overhead is in constructing the 
PreparedStatement for the first time. There is no database overhead on subsequent 
constructor calls if the key exists. If you are sure that the key exists then the $query is 
redundant also.

e.g. without a key
...
$options = array(PreparedStatement::OPTION_CACHE => true);
$statement = new QueryPreparedStatement($db, $query, $properties, $options);

The statement is cached in the database instance under an internally generated key and is 
available from anywhere in your code if you should specify the same query.  There is no 
database overhead on subsequent constructor calls if the key exists. You must always supply a 
$query for this option.

8.3  Recursive relationships
Many-to-many relationships use a junction or association table (child) between the two (parent)
tables that are related.

The association table has foreign keys to both parent tables in a many-to-one configuration. 
From either parent, the other is not manifested directly but through the association table.

Here we give a potentially more complex example of Member and Membership Model's to show
the use of the <recursive> configuration entry.

So, we have a member and a membership table in our database. A member table entry contains 
all the member's details, including a primary key called id. It does not specify any foreign keys 
to membership. 

A membership table entry contains the necessary membership details and also a foreign key 
called memberId  referring to the member table. Additionally it contains a foreign key called 
adminId that refers to the  administrator that creates the membership. In this schema, the 
administrator must be a member, so both foreign keys refer to the member table's id column and
both foreign keys have a many-to-one relationship with the member table.

member
id

membership
memberId
adminId

member
id
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This is a actually a classic many-to-many relationship between member → member, with the 
membership used as the association. In addition, the relationship is recursive, both foreign keys
point to the member table which is our main concern. It does not matter that both foreign keys 
point to the same column.

In bizyStore's schema, by default the Member Model has access to all the Membership Model 
foreign key information so that we can navigate both the memberId and adminId relationships 
from the parent Member Model. None of these are manifested directly in the Member model, they
are properties of the Membership Model. It's only when we come to realise() the relationships
between the two that we see the potential problem.

In a normal Member Model case everything is OK, but when the Member is also an administrator 
we may not want to manifest any adminId membership's in the Member Model. We want to 
realise the relationship with the administrator, but this happens in the Membership Model. In 
this case, adminId's will match the administrator's id column, potentially polluting the 
administrator's Member Model with unnecessary information, since the administrators details 
are stored in the Membership Model.

So in realising the relationships (see Model::realise()), we may want the Member Model to 
only contain a set of memberId membership's, NOT adminId membership's. The administrator 
as a Member really just has an association with the Membership.

bizyStore gives you the option on which behaviour is used by a <recursive> declaration in the 
bizySoftConfig file. In this case you can put a <recursive> declaration on the adminId foreign 
key. Recursive relationship declarations are ignored in the schema generation for 
ForeignKeyReferee's. In this case, the memberId becomes the only foreign key available from 
the parent Member Model.

e.g. 

<relationships>
<recursive>membership.adminId</recursive>

</relationships>

8.4 Creating Tables
You have to use care when using DDL statements such as table creation, some databases will 
start an implicit transaction on the database side for DDL statement execution which will 
commit any pending data as well. It's best in these situations not to mix DDL and DML write 
statements in the one transaction.

DDL statements and their contents are tied more closely to a database vendor's 
implementation than DML statements which have wide support, hence it's more difficult to 
produce database agnostic DDL statements.

Here is a typical statement to create a table dynamically in an SQLite database.

$createTableSQL =
"CREATE TABLE newTable (

id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL,
existingTableId INTEGER REFERENCES existingTable(id),
someData varchar(80),
..

)";
$createTableStatement = new QueryStatement($db, $createTableSQL);
$createTableStatement execute();→

When creating/modifying tables within an application and you expect Model/Schema support, 
then the Model and Schema files need to be generated. If you have any foreign keys in the 
table that is being created/modified, as above, then you must  generate the Model and Schema
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files for the tables on BOTH sides of the relationship(s). This should be done even if the parent 
table exists already in the schema. The following code can be used to generate the schema if 
required on any particular table(s).

$generator = new ModelGenerator();
$generator generate(→ array($dbId => array("newTable”, “existingTable")));

Done, now we have full Model/Schema support.

8.5 Determine database support for a Model
What happens when we don't know if the database of concern supports a particular Model?

A Model will throw an Exception when constructed against an incompatible database, so if we 
are unsure of Model support we can use the Model's schema to determine it's compatibility.

Here we use the MembershipSchema class to help out in the case of a Membership Model and 
the database we are checking.

$membershipSchema = new MembershipSchema();
$membershipSupported = $membershipSchema isCompatible(→ “yourDBId”);

This technique requires prior knowledge that the table membership exists somewhere in the 
schema(s), which is not unreasonable.
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